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In the view of standard
economy, people are selfish
agents that try to mAximise
their payoff without caring
ABOUT other people.

...and some studies in this
field have shown that
people do not always
diregard the cost that their
choices have on others.

This means that in a
situation in which
externalities* exist, the
production, distribution and
consumption of GOODS is
likely to be inefficient.

however, in contrast to
this view, behavioural
economics suggestS that
people are not rational
machineS making decisions...

classical economics:
expectations

classical economics:
reality

well i thought you
mIGHT also need
some?

riding the
selfishness horse

and so the question
remains: to what
extent are PEOPLE
selfish and to what
extent do they think
about others when
making choices?

We are going to test it with
a classical situation of
everyday life...

the

unscrupulous
diner’s
dilemma

*EXTERNALITIES: "Externalities occur in an economy when the production or consumption of a specific good
or service impacts a third party that is not directly related to the production or consumption of that
good or service." (https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/externality.asp)

A group of friendS goes out
to eat together at some
nice place.

but something is casting a
shadow over them...
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*ordering
a bunch of
stuff*

just orderd a
simple first

Recipe
for the
experiment
set up

Participants: 60
(IN GROUPS OF SIX)

(by the way, the
maJority of
people (80% of
the experiment
participants)
would prefer to
pay individually in
such occasions...)

instructions + questionnnaire:
as mANY as participants

condition: unfamiliar
WITH each other
real restaurant: 1

Participants were given
information about how
they will pay the meal
and they had to order
food by writing their
choice on a piece of
paper (to not influence
each other)

participants pay
individually

A
participants evenly
split the bill

experimental
conditions

B
the researchER payS
the whole bill

C

Predictions
well, if people are selfish
agents, it is expected that
the consumption will rise
as the cost of the food
decreaseS.

it's for
science'S
sake!

in other wordS, when the marginal benefit iS higher thaN the
marginal cost, people tend to consume more, and viceversa.

marginal benefit:
maxiMUM amount
people are willing
to pay for an
additional good or
service*

*https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/marginalbenefit.asp
**https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/marginalbenefit.asp

marginal cost: the
change in cost due
to increasing
production/
consumption of 1
unit**

More specifically, it is expected that
people in condition C will spend the
most, while people in condition A WILL
SPEND the least, WITH The even-split
condition (B) in the middle...

82,3 NIS
37.3 NIS

50.9 NIS

... and this is what the
results* actually were!
*Results in
average cost
per meal

Well, based on
the results, it
seems that
people disREGArd
the cost of their
choices on the
other PEOPLE, and
consumed more in
the splitting
condition....

But did they ignore all
the costs or did they
account for them a bit?
MMMH, HOW COULD WE TEST
THIS...?

!!!

A 4TH CONDITION HAS APPEARED.

Based on theories of altruism, equity and
reciprocITy, participants should consume
more in this conditions than in even split,

wait, but what
about caring for
the cost imposed
on the researcher?

so, we are going to
LEAVE everything
the same, eXCEPT
that this time the
participant will pay
one-sixth of HIS
individual meal
cost...

...but the researcher,
instead of the other
people at the table,
will pay the rest of
the bill.
Here people are going to have the same
marginal cost of consuming more AS in
the split condition, but with the
externalities of the cost removed.

Ah, good point. Since people overconsumed in the freemeal condition, it seems the regards for the researcher
are lower than for the people at the table

i'm fine, it's for
science's sake.

Results

well, there was no
significant difference
between the two
conditions*.
thus, it seems that people
do not take fully into
account how the cost of
their consumption is
imposed on the other
people.
which is no good, because...

it's me, selfishness
horse again!

... well IT MEANS THAT sPLITTING
THE BILL creates inefficient
consumption! people tend to
consume more than necessary
- more than what they choose
when they pay individually RESULTING IN A SUBOPTIMAL
SITUATION FOR SOCIETY.

MOREOVER, SPLITTING THE BILL
RISES controversies abou the
'fairness' of this system, even
among groups of close friends.

thus, paying indiVidually is
clearly a pareto improvement**!

well, now you can make an
informed proposal for paying
individually the next time you eat
out with friends!

*some caution in interpreting
this results is suggested due to
small sample size.

**Pareto improvemeent: a
change in the distribution of
goods that benefit at least an
individual and harms no one

